It’s Also a Baby Name!

Guess the baby name from the clues!

**Girl Names**

To believe, you need: ___Faith___

Flaming red: _Scarlett____________

African plain: ___Savannah_________

Evergreen shrub with berries: ___Ivy___

Translucent brown stone: ___Amber_____

Fixes your clothes: ___Taylor_________

Unit of currency: ___Penny___________

The breaking of the morning: ___Dawn___

A black bird: ______Raven____________

Complementary notes: __Harmony_______

A Double-Double has two: ___Patty_______

From June to August: ___Summer________

Elation: ___Joy_____________________

Martini garnish: _____Olive___________

White flower: ___Lily________________

NYC Borough: _Brooklyn______________

**Boy Names**

Used to lift a car: ___Jack________________

On the floor during yoga: ___Matt__________

Honest: ___Frank_____________________

River in Israel: ___Jordan_______________

Candy bar: ___Heath___________________

Money for research: ___Grant___________

U.S. President last name: Clinton/Jackson/Carter

A spot: ___Mark_____________________

Pottery material: ___Clay_______________

Unpredictable wildcard: ___Maverick_____

Small nail w/a round head: ___Brad________

A blue bird: ______Jay________________

Best jar for canning: ___Mason__________

To run after something: ___Chase__________

Follower of Jesus: ___Christian__________

A barrel-maker: ___Cooper______________